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What the Residenz Atrium am Wall offers you
The residence Atrium am Wall is idyllically located close to the Wildeshausener Stadtpark
and the city centre. Doctors, pharmacy, post office, railway station and bank can be reached
quickly and easily on foot. The proximity to the park is ideal for short and long walks –
whether on foot or by wheelchair. The park offers a fantastic landscape with a view of the
lake and the small copses.
At the residence, we offer full-time care and short-term / holiday care on a professional
level. We combine proven nursing principles with state-of-the-art scientific knowledge from
medicine and employee management in order to ensure the optimal care for our residents.
In doing so, we live our principle of providing each person with individual care and of
preserving her or his self-determination for as long as possible.
On four floors, 31 bright single and 16 two-room apartments with private bathroom and
kitchen and partly balcony offer you comfortable living in the Atrium am Wall. Seven of the
two-room apartments can even accommodate spouses. All apartments are equipped with a
chest of drawers, a table, two chairs, a wardrobe, an electric nursing home and a
nightstand, as well as a cable TV and telephone connection and an emergency call system.
You can bring your own furniture and furnish your apartment according to your taste. To
protect your privacy, which we consider to be very important, you will receive your own key
upon request.
On each of the four floors is a common room, which allows social interactions and eating
together. The patio with its water games, the cosy cafeteria as well as the hospitable club
room invite the residents and also the visitors to be comfortable. In the common areas you
can use TVs and music equipment. Individual parties can be organized in our house.
The Atrium am Wall offers a wealth of leisure activities. From the weekly small talk
(“Klönschnack”), to handicrafts, memory training and singing lessons, to readings, trips to
the surrounding areas and hours of common celebrations during which we celebrate the
festivities in a nice ambience. For example, we also celebrate the Oktoberfest.
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